
The Legendary Journey: In The Footprints Of
Giants
Have you ever wondered what it would be like to travel in the footsteps of giants?
To witness the awe-inspiring landscapes, the ancient ruins, and the hidden
treasures that have been left behind by these legendary beings? Well, now is
your chance! Join us on a journey like no other as we follow in the footsteps of
giants and unravel the mysteries of their existence. Brace yourself for an
adventure of a lifetime!

The Myth of Giants

Since the dawn of time, myths and legends have captivated our imaginations.
Among these mythical creatures, giants have stood tall, both literally and
metaphorically. Roaming the earth with their enormous stature, they have left a
lasting mark on our collective consciousness. From ancient texts and folklore to
modern literature and movies, giants have always been a source of fascination
and intrigue.

But what if giants were more than just mere figments of our imagination? What if
they once roamed the earth, leaving behind clues to their existence? This is the
question that has sparked a movement of adventurers and explorers eager to
uncover the truth. And you could be one of them.
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Discovering Giant Footprints

Hidden deep within the most remote corners of the earth, ancient giant footprints
have been discovered. These massive imprints, preserved in stone for millennia,
serve as undeniable evidence of giants' existence. Shrouded in mystery, these
footprints hold the key to unraveling the secrets of these mythical beings.

From vast deserts to dense rainforests, these footprints can be found in the
unlikeliest of places. They come in various sizes, some big enough for a whole
village to fit inside, while others are just large enough for a single giant to stand.
Each footprint tells a different story, offering a glimpse into the lives of these
ancient beings.

Exploring Giant Landscapes

Embarking on the journey in the footsteps of giants will take you through
breathtaking landscapes that have been shaped by these colossal creatures.
From towering mountain ranges to deep valleys, each landscape holds its own
secrets and challenges. Traverse treacherous terrains, cross roaring rivers, and
navigate dense jungles as you follow the giants' path.

But it's not just about the physical challenges. Along the way, you'll encounter
ancient ruins, mystical artifacts, and age-old legends. Learn about the giants'
religious beliefs, their customs, and their interactions with other mythical
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creatures. Piece by piece, you'll uncover the untold stories of these enigmatic
beings.

The Guardians of Giant Knowledge

Within the remote corners of the world, a select few communities have dedicated
themselves to preserving the knowledge of giants. The guardians of giant
knowledge are the key to unlocking the secrets of these legendary beings. From
scribes and historians to spiritual leaders and storytellers, they hold the wisdom
passed down through generations.

Immerse yourself in their ancient traditions, listen to their captivating stories, and
gain insights into the giants' world. These encounters with the guardians will not
only enlighten you but also provide a deeper understanding of the giants'
significance in our history and culture.

Unraveling the Giant's Legacy

As you continue your journey in the footsteps of giants, the pieces of the puzzle
will start to come together. Through your discoveries, you'll begin to unravel the
giant's legacy and understand their profound impact on our world. Ancient rituals,
architectural marvels, and hidden treasures will all contribute to painting a vivid
picture of giants' existence.

But the journey doesn't end there. Delve deeper into the giants' mysteries and
uncover the secrets that have remained hidden for centuries. What was their
purpose? What happened to them? How were they able to shape the world
around them? These are the questions that the trail of giants will lead you to.

Your Adventure Begins Now!



In the footsteps of giants, nothing is what it seems. With every step, you'll delve
deeper into the unknown, peeling back the layers of time to reveal a world long
forgotten. The challenges and discoveries await you on this extraordinary journey
of exploration and enlightenment.

So, are you ready to embark on the adventure of a lifetime? Pack your bags, put
on your adventurer's hat, and join us as we travel in the footsteps of giants.
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Sam returns to Cornwall and yet another thrilling adventure awaits him.

This time the sleepy seaside town of Marazion, nestled under the shadow of St
Michael's Mount, is left with a mystery that cannot be solved, giants footprints.

Legend tells that the giant Cormoran built St Michael's mount many centuries
ago. Cormoran was a tyrannical giant that terrorised the people of Cornwall but
was defeated by Jack the giant slayer and never seen again.
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Could the footprints be Cormoran returning or is it just some elaborate hoax.

Sam, joined by his new friend Millie, is determined to find out.

The Cornish legends series is an unillustrated story book designed to be enjoyed
as an easy first independent chapter book or family bedtime story. The shorter
chapters help break the story down into bite size pieces so as not to overwhelm
young readers.
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